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• RFC Editor Queue
  – draft-home-network-models   TOP
  – draft-ro-problem-statement  TOP
  – draft-ro-space-analysis     TOP
  – draft-terminology           LOWER
  – draft-requirements          LOWER

• Authors 48 hours:
  – Expected within a month
  – All drafts at once
NEMO Doc Status
http://tools.ietf.org/wg/nemo/

• draft-nemo-mib-02.txt
  – Ready for WG LC
  – Doctor MIB Review

• draft-ietf-nemo-multihoming-issues-07.txt
  – Passed WG LC
  – Update: editorial changes / see Appendix C
  – External WG reviews sought (particularly from Shim6 and Monami6) but no volunteer so far
NEMO Doc Status
http://tools.ietf.org/wg/nemo/

• 2 drafts on Prefix Delegation
  – draft-dhcpv6-pd Updated in Sep.06
  – Draft-prefix-delegation Updated in Nov.06
  – ML thread in Nov-Dec.06
    • Figure out what are the needs between HA and AAAH
    • If MR uses SenD => needs ownership certificate
    • And other discussion.
    • Need for implemiller feedback
    • Conclude with these in the next few weeks